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The roadmap to pension stability

Part I: The case for stabilization
Over the past quarter century, pension plan strategy has swung between two
extremes. Prior to the 2000s, plan sponsors designed portfolios to seek high
total returns with limited regard for liabilities—an approach that ultimately
proved quite risky in the volatility of the 2001 tech wreck and 2008 global financial crisis (GFC). In reaction, sponsors shifted their focus toward liability-driven
investing, seeking to minimize risk by aligning plan assets with liabilities. As
plan funding has slowly recovered in the post-crisis era, hedge portfolios have
grown and become increasingly concentrated within specific sectors of the
fixed income market. We are concerned that this model of pension investing
carries its own risks: that portfolios heavily tilted to long-duration fixed income
will be unable to keep pace with liabilities, and that an inability to generate
excess returns will simply encourage sponsors to terminate their plans.
Pension sponsors previously faced down the consequences of excessive
risk-taking and learned the lesson that assets and liabilities must both
be incorporated into their investment strategy. But the current fashion for
aggressive de-risking and eventual termination of pension plans suggests
that they may have learned this lesson too well. Concentrating portfolios to
the point of inefficiency—and then using that inefficiency as the basis for their
termination—is a costly and unnecessary step that plan sponsors can easily
choose to avoid. Managing to the goal of risk minimization is an inefficient use
of valuable resources.
In “Rethinking the pension plan endgame,” we described a course correction
in the form of pension stabilization, an approach that
provides an off-ramp to the widely adopted industry model of glide path
de-risking of existing plans toward hibernation and eventual termination.
Our pension stabilization framework is neither a rejection of liability-hedging
fixed income strategies nor a denial of the potential benefits of transferring pension liabilities to an insurer’s balance sheet—instead, it offers an opportunity for
plan sponsors to recalibrate their pension strategies. They can now choose to:
• Adopt a more diversified and resilient model of asset-liability management
that directly addresses undesirable risk concentrations in traditional
hedge portfolios
• Recognize the evolution and expansion of the available asset class
opportunity set, particularly low risk diversifying alternatives
• Respond pragmatically to recent changes in U.S. pension regulation that
permanently de-link the volatility of mark-to-market measures of assets
and liabilities from the determination of required contributions
• Recognize the numerous ways in which well-funded and stabilized defined
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benefit (DB) plans can offer financial flexibility and
security to both plan sponsors and participants
The timing for such a shift is propitious. Aggregate
plan funding has recovered substantially since the
GFC, and—for the first time in nearly two decades—the
average large U.S. pension plan is now at or near full
funding. Instead of viewing the return to full funding as
an excuse to exit the pension business, plan sponsors
should recognize this opportunity. The stabilization
framework described herein provides the tools for
transforming a defined benefit plan into a valued
corporate asset: a tax-advantaged, investmentsupported vehicle capable of providing long-term
retirement benefits to employees.

An evolving dialogue on stabilization
Since the launch of our original paper, we have been
gratified by the positive responses of pension investors
and consultants to our stabilization framework. Plan
sponsors have been forthright in acknowledging the
shortcomings of widely accepted hibernation strategies
and eager to explore more diversified strategic
asset allocations. Along the way, we have received
consistently thoughtful questions about how our

stabilization framework could work in practice. With that
in mind, we would like to highlight some of the key areas
that have sparked both discussion and pushback:
Can long-duration bonds keep pace with pension
liabilities across time?
Plan managers tend to agree that the economics of
hibernation strategies are challenged over time by the
financial impact of fixed income portfolios’ exposure
to credit downgrades and defaults. Most investment
practitioners who have studied the issue in detail arrive
at a cost estimate similar to our own: approximately 50
basis points (bps) per year. In our first paper, we looked
at the difference in performance between risk-matched
bonds and liabilities, ascribing the differential—
logically, in our view—to the running cost of credit risk.
Active management is capable of reducing, but not
completely eliminating, this performance drag (and
does so by incurring additional tracking error).
We subsequently approached this issue from a
slightly different angle, looking at the historical
outperformance of long corporate bonds over durationmatched risk-free U.S. Treasuries. As we can see in
Exhibit 1, the return differential is generally positive
but far below the average level of credit spreads

Exposure to credit downgrades and defaults creates costly performance drag on liability hedging fixed income
portfolios
Excess return & option-adjusted spread (OAS)

Exhibit 1: Credit spreads are only partially captured by long-term investors
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Pension risk transfers are markedly less common—and substantially smaller—than many plan sponsors assume
Exhibit 2: Frequency and size pension risk transfers
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Source: 10-K filings, J.P. Morgan Asset Management; data as of December 31, 2020. Data represents 130 pension plans with assets greater than $1 billion.
The table measures the annual frequency and size of settlements, which generally reflect lump-sum payments and annuity buyouts from the plan.
Frequency measures the proportion of plan sponsors that engaged in at least one annuity buyout or lump sum window during the year.

themselves—evidence of a consistent and meaningful
drag arising from credit losses. This illustration further
bolsters the case for stabilization because hibernation
strategies composed of duration-matched corporate
bonds are unlikely to keep pace with a liability that does
not experience these losses.
How should a plan sponsor manage liquidity prior to a
potential risk transfer?
In a broad sense, a stabilization approach effectively
raises the bar for risk transfer activity by making
a pension plan more efficient on its own, thereby
reducing the financial argument for transferring it off
a sponsor’s balance sheet. Nonetheless, many plan
managers are keenly interested in preserving a high
level of portfolio liquidity so that—in the event that the
sponsor decides to terminate the plan or initiate a
partial transfer—assets are not trapped in strategies
that cannot be readily sold or redeemed on short
notice. In truth, the risk that a plan with a stabilized
asset allocation would somehow preclude a risk
transfer is far-fetched (and the costs imposed on plans
that maintain excess levels of liquidity can be punitive).
The common perception of the magnitude and
frequency pension risk transfer (PRT) activity overstates
the need for liquidity. Most transactions that reduce the

J.P. Morgan Asset Management

pension balance sheet—whether conducted via direct
payment of lump sums to participants or via annuity
buyouts from insurance companies—represent only a
modest portion of the plan assets (Exhibit 2) and can
be funded easily with liquid public market investments.
Furthermore, the legal, regulatory and administrative
complexity of executing either a full or a partial pension
transfer ensures that these transactions unfold over an
extended period of time, allowing ample opportunity for
plan managers to raise capital from a more diversified
asset allocation (Exhibit 3).
Complex legal and administrative requirements ensure
lengthy timelines are necessary for pension risk
transfers
Exhibit 3: Plan termination is a time-consuming process
Key steps

Timeline

Sponsor decision to terminate plan

Case-by-case basis

Notice of intent to terminate (NOIT)

60–90 days

Notice of plan benefits (NOPB)

180 days

PBGC review period

60 days

Wait for determination letter

Case-by-case basis

Asset distribution

45–120 days

Expected timeline

12–18 months +

Source: Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. (PBGC), J.P. Morgan Asset
Management.
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Even if we imagine a worst-case scenario in which a plan
sponsor seeking to execute a large risk transfer (or full
plan termination) is confronted with illiquid alternative
assets that cannot be redeemed quickly, a variety of
remaining solutions would still allow the transaction to
move forward. The sponsor could, for example:

Is it necessary to hold a “PRT-ready” portfolio?
When considering an annuity buyout risk transfer, most
plan managers hold the view that it is advantageous to
transition to a “PRT-ready” portfolio that can be passed
over to the insurer to satisfy the contract premium.
Although insurers are indeed more likely to offer
favorable pricing for such a portfolio in lieu of a pure
cash premium payment, we would argue that such
savings are largely illusory: The total saved will probably
approximate the transaction cost already incurred by
the plan sponsor in setting up a PRT-ready portfolio.
Said another way, the plan sponsor inevitably pays the
transaction cost—either upfront, as part of the portfolio
transition, or at the back end of the process, as part of
the premium pricing (if transacting in cash).

• Request an individual exemption under the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) to make a loan
or extend credit to the plan in order to provide liquidity
• Request an individual exemption under ERISA to
purchase illiquid assets from the plan—in effect,
bringing them onto the corporate balance sheet—
provided the acquisition would be in the best
interests of the plan participants
• Take advantage of improved secondary market
activity for private investments to off-load illiquid
strategies in an operationally efficient manner

Plan sponsors should be aware of yet another hidden
expense when considering whether to make this
move: PRT-ready portfolios often suffer from excessive
last-mile de-risking costs because Treasuries and
public investment grade (IG) corporate bonds can be
expensive to hold for long periods of time. We think
plan sponsors may wish to recognize those costs and
consider the benefits of holding a more diversified
portfolio in line with a low risk, liquid stabilization model.
Interestingly, the stabilization approach looks quite
similar to the approach taken by insurers (Exhibit 4) that

That said, the adoption of a stabilization approach
does not require the use of highly illiquid private
investments; a stabilized portfolio can also be built
quite readily from liquid and semiliquid open-ended
strategies. In the case studies that follow, we present
several examples of stabilization strategies, including
one specifically targeting plans that would seek to
operate at the more liquid end of the asset spectrum.

The inefficiency of hibernation strategies is highlighted by the diversified holdings of major insurance companies
Exhibit 4: Insurers active in the PRT market implement diversified holdings relative to most pension hedge portfolios
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This dynamic certainly begs the question: Why should
a pension plan sponsor de-risk its portfolio to a level
of inefficiency, making a risk transfer seem more
appealing, only to have the buyer—an insurance
company—re-diversify and re-risk its own portfolio after
completing the transaction?
What value should be assigned to a pension surplus?
Unfortunately, the pension management industry has
come to view pension surpluses as “trapped assets”
with little or no productive use or value to plan sponsors
or participants. Accepting this view is typically a
basis for more aggressive de-risking of a plan once it
reaches full funding, up to and including termination.
However, this view ignores a wide variety of means by
which a plan sponsor and participants can benefit from
a surplus. Although it may well be true that a sponsor
is unlikely to capture the full dollar-for-dollar value of a
plan surplus, the value is certainly greater than zero—
and most likely quite a lot greater.
We explored the full range of potential uses for a
plan surplus in our previous paper, and most of the
plan managers with whom we spoke have readily
acknowledged that some—if not all—of these uses
would be valid for their particular plans. However, some
also pointed out that the ability to realize this value is
severely limited when plans have already closed and
frozen, in which case the best use of a surplus would be
to pay the premium required to close out the plan and
simply terminate it.
Exhibit 5 illustrates the relationship between the
perceived value assigned to a pension surplus and the
degree to which a plan should seek out risk exposures
to maintain or increase that surplus. Although the chart
simplifies a nuanced topic, the key takeaways
it presents are still quite powerful:

The relationship between the value of a surplus and the
degree of risk required to achieve it is unique to each plan
Exhibit 5: The perception of value in a pension plan surplus varies
based on specific situations
Surplus value:
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Plan risk tolerance

currently participate in the PRT market in managing
their own general account assets.
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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

• The plan that values a surplus at 100 cents on the
dollar1 should have a high and constant tolerance for
risk insofar as the allocation can outperform liabilities.
Outside of required contributions and other regulatory
boundaries, the funded status should have no impact
on the risk appetite.
• A plan that values a surplus at zero cents on the dollar
should reduce risk proportionately as funded status
improves and eliminate risk entirely once full funding
is achieved. At any point, taking risk beyond what is required to achieve full funding is inefficient and wasteful.
• A plan that assigns a moderate value to the pension
surplus (which is most plans, in our view) should
de-risk as funding improves—but only up to a point—
and should retain risk up to and through the level of
funding associated with the full economic liability of
the plan. Even beyond this point, benefits emerge
from the incremental surplus and increasingly
limited risk.
One thing is certain: The assigned value of a pension
surplus is neither 100 cents on the dollar nor zero cents
1

J.P. Morgan Asset Management

For simplicity, we ignore the tax impact here.
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on the dollar. In our view, most plan sponsors have multiple uses for a pension surplus, and therefore assigning
a value in the middle of the range (30 cents to 60 cents)
seems reasonable. This perspective is not just an academic exercise; forgoing the opportunity to capitalize on
a pension surplus can destroy value that would otherwise be available to participants and shareholders.

benefits with something else. For most sponsors, the
obvious replacement would be a defined contribution
(DC) plan. Recent research conducted by the National
Institute on Retirement Security, however, analyzed the
cost differential between DB and DC plans (Exhibit 6)
and found that DB plans provide similar benefits at
significantly lower cost.2

Does terminating a defined benefit plan in favor of a
defined contribution plan save money?

The key advantages of DB plans include professional
asset allocation, access to more diverse allocation
options (and lower fees) and the mutualization of risk
across time. Although some risk accrues to the plan
sponsor from the performance of the investment pool,
this vulnerability can be managed most effectively
by adopting a stabilization approach that targets
moderate risk and return.

We have proposed pension stabilization as a path to
maintaining defined benefit plans on the sponsor’s
balance sheet—a view that runs counter to the
prevailing trend of guiding a plan toward eventual
termination. Many pension plan managers with whom
we spoke expressed resignation about the future of the
DB model, but central to the question of terminating
such a plan is the need to replace its retirement
A recent study on the financial efficacy of defined
benefit plans reveals their surprising cost efficiency
Exhibit 6: Plan costs as a percentage of payroll
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Security, January 2022.
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relative costs of DB vs. DC plans.
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Part II: Putting a stabilization strategy into
practice
Despite a wide variety of initial conditions, it is possible to use a consistent
framework to determine the appropriate levels of return, risk and liquidity
for any given situation (Exhibit 7). This framework will be laid out in greater
detail below, but the basic steps are straightforward:
Step 1: Derive a level of required return from the specific characteristics of
the plan.
Step 2: Identify the most efficient asset allocation to achieve the desired
level of return.
Step 3: Constrain illiquid assets based on a genuine need for liquidity—not
the fear of illiquidity.
Step 4: Diversify remaining risk concentrations in the hedge portfolio.
In preparing to move to a stabilization approach, plan sponsors need to
consider complex overlapping demands
Exhibit 7: A top-down view of the intersection of plan requirements

Return needs

Generate
required return
as risk-efficiently
as possible

Alternative asset
classes offer
uniquely valuable
characteristics
to a de-risked
pension
fund
Portfolio

construction
inputs
Risk tolerance

Thoughtfully
selected illiquid
exposures
can reduce
risk

Liquidity budget

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management Inc. For illustrative and discussion purposes only.
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In this section, we lay out the inputs for our stabilization
framework (Exhibit 8) and the resulting asset allocation
parameters. We start with three broad categories of
plan-level data that inform our calculations: plan status
and design, sponsor considerations and plan objectives.

This framework allows us to characterize individual
pensions across three key dimensions, each of which
has a meaningful impact on asset allocation:

Plan sponsors need to take a careful inventory of the
inputs required to prepare for stabilization

Determining a required rate of return incorporates
several components: the discount rate, the service cost
accrual rate, the level of plan funding relative to the
desired stabilization target (which may be materially
higher than 100% of liability value) and ancillary
costs, such as Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. (PBGC)
premiums and administrative expenses (Exhibits 9A
and 9B).

Exhibit 8: Inputs required for stabilization planning process
Category
Plan status
and design

Metric

Example

Funded status

Assets/PBO (%)

Benefit accruals

Service cost as % of PBO

Benefit formula

Final avg. pay or cash balance

Form of payment

Annuity or lump sum

Sponsor
Contribution policy Contribute service costs
considerations
Pension materiality PBO to market cap

Plan
objectives

Earnings impact

Pension EPS impact

HR policies

Union or salaried workforce

Time horizon

Years to reach funding target

Target end state

Funding level to stabilize

Risk transfer

(% of liability to be transferred)

1.	The level of return needed to build and maintain a
surplus in excess of liabilities

We can also use current plan data from public filings
to chart the return requirements for the broader
community of large pension plans to reach a funding
level of 100% over a 10-year time horizon with no
contribution support from the plan sponsor. Mapping
these projections against the return ranges for pension
investment strategies suggests that the probable
returns generated by stabilization strategies would

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

Calibrating the required level of return must account for all related costs involved in maintaining the plan
Exhibit 9A: Sample return decomposition

Exhibit 9B: Portfolio return needs
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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. For illustrative purposes only.
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2.	The optimal level of risk required to avoid major
drawdowns or potential contributions
Once a plan manager has achieved the level of required
return, the degree of associated risk can be derived
from an asset allocation optimization exercise. The
purple lines in Exhibit 11 represent a given level of return
and the corresponding risk associated with a particular
investment opportunity set.

Exhibit 11: Which is the binding constraint—risk or return?
Frontier with illiquidity

A: Return
need
B: Corresponding
return
A: Corresponding risk

Hibernation

B: Risk tolerance

Many plan sponsors, however, are focused more closely
on risk minimization and may perceive a need to reduce
risk below the level associated with a portfolio capable of
reaching the funding target (the green lines in the chart).
Instead of electing to use an investment strategy incapable
of reaching its objectives, sponsors may wish to reconsider the risk budget—particularly in light of changes to
the funding rules that have reduced the probability of
being forced to make unexpected contributions.

Engineering a stabilization solution requires careful
calibration of the anticipated level of return and
corresponding risk
Return

be appropriate to meet that goal for the majority of
sponsors (Exhibit 10).

Risk
Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

Analysis of the largest U.S. pension plans indicates that stabilization would be effective in meeting plans’
investment goals
Exhibit 10: Top 100 plans’ required returns (and selected asset class returns)
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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management. Analysis uses plan data from 10-K filings as of December 31, 2020 and applies adjustments based on estimated
funded status improvements through December 31. 2021.
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Screening tools can help support—and quantify—
the determination of a plan sponsor’s investment
risk appetite

Regulatory

Costs

Financials

Exhibit 12: Sample plan sponsor dashboard: What are my pain points?

Metric

Current
value

1 standard
deviation
event

95%
VaR
event

99%
VaR
event

GAAP funded
status (%)

95%

88%

83%

70%

EPS impact
(¢/share)

+15

(2)

(15)

(20)

Debt/equity
(w/pensions)

75%

100%

140%

165%

PPA* required
contribution ($mn) 0

0

5

10

PBGC premiums
(bps of assets)

20

23

32

15

Benefit
restrictions

None

None

None

Yes

PBGC
4010 filing

None

None

None

Yes

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
*PPA = Pension Protection Act

3.	The level of liquidity needed to pay benefits and
preserve optionality for larger capital calls
Most pension plans’ asset allocations have ample
liquidity—supplemented by income—to manage benefit
payments across time. Of greater concern to the
manager of a well-funded pension plan, however, is the
possibility that a large capital call will emerge, requiring
the plan to pay lump sums to participants or transfer
liabilities to an insurance company. For a plan manager
with a clear line of sight to the execution of risk transfer,
the need for liquidity may be paramount. For most plan
managers, however, the possibility of a future pension
risk transfer is no reason to avoid using illiquid assets
in the return-seeking portfolio (Exhibit 13).
A clear line of sight to the possibility of a pension risk
transfer can help inform the use of illiquid investments
Exhibit 13: Illiquid assets—determining size, structure and selection

Time horizon/tolerance for illiquidity

Although it may be difficult to precisely articulate a
risk appetite in asset or asset/liability terms, a plan
manager can also use more tangible corporate finance
and plan metrics to identify key “pain points” and the
levels of risk associated with them (Exhibit 12). This type
of dashboard may also be useful for communicating
pension risk to the plan sponsor and managing
expectations across market cycles.

Open-end
structure

Closed-end
structure

Example:
Partial PRT
only

Fully liquid

Growth portfolio structure

Example:
Prepared for
full plan
termination
within 3 years

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
Note: As the perceived investment time horizon decreases and the
potential need for liquidity increases, the types of investments used
should change as well. Generally speaking, plan managers will maintain
larger hedge portfolios, which are quite liquid, to ensure adequate
access to cash. For those plans maintaining return-seeking portfolios,
public markets offer the most liquidity, followed in turn by liquid
alternatives, open-end private funds and closed-end private funds.
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From risk and return metrics to a targeted
portfolio strategy
To illustrate this framework in practice, we have
designed three model stabilization portfolios tailored to
meet different plan objectives by return, risk and liquidity.
Each of the models makes use of the complete spectrum of asset categories described in the first paper:
traditional hedge assets, hedge diversifiers, traditional
return-seeking assets and alternative diversifiers.
Each of these solutions offers the prospect of positive
performance relative to plan liabilities, and levels of
surplus volatility that are exceptionally low by historical
standards—and well below ranges that would trigger
required contributions.

Plan A: Funded and Frozen
The first stabilized plan requires only minimal excess
return above the natural growth rate of the liability
(~50bps), such as would be the case for a plan that is
well funded and fully frozen. It should tilt its asset allocation toward the liability-hedging portfolio and deemphasize return-seeking assets, resulting in a 70/30
split between the two (Exhibit 14A). Given its weight, the
hedge portfolio should incorporate significant allocations to hedge diversifiers such as long-duration securitized bonds. The return-seeking portfolio would be
angled toward public equity and more liquid alternative
categories, reflecting a stronger probability of balance
sheet reduction activity. The net result is an asset allocation that can generate modest, yet valuable, excess
returns over liabilities (Exhibit 14B), with very low (~3.6%)
surplus volatility.

Fully frozen plans require significant hedge diversifiers in light of the greater probability of balance sheet activity
Exhibit 14A: Mapping low return stabilization for a funded
and frozen plan

HY/loans 4%
Public equity 8%

Alternative
diversifiers
18%

90

Risk assets
12%

70

Hedge
assets
70%
IG corporate 35%

Asset/liability profile
Expected surplus return (bps)

Alternative
diversifiers

80

60
50
10-year
net outflow

40
30
20

50

Surplus volatility (%)

3.55

Rate hedge ratio (%)

100

Funded status VaR95 (%)

5.5

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management; data as of December 31, 2021.
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Hedge assets

100

Real assets 6%

EMD/long securitized
18%

Risk assets

STRIPS/Treasuries 17%

% of assets

Hedge funds 6%
Private credit 6%

Exhibit 14B: Low return stabilization provides sufficient liquidity
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0
< 1 month
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1–3 years 3–7 years
Time to raise liquidity

10 years

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management; data as of December 31, 2021.
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Plan B: Funded and Closed

Plan C: Open and Active

The second stabilized plan seeks more significant
excess returns over liabilities, suggesting a modest
level of underfunding and/or a population of active
participants who generate ongoing service cost
accruals. To achieve stabilization, this plan would need
to implement a more balanced asset allocation across
return-seeking and liability-hedging components,
resulting in a 65/35 split (Exhibit 15A). The lower likelihood of significant balance sheet activity (Exhibit 15B)
would allow for broader use of illiquid alternatives
in the return-seeking portfolio, while the smaller
hedge portfolio would require a proportionally smaller
component of hedge diversifiers. The net result is an
asset allocation that generates 100bps of expected
return above liabilities, with surplus volatility of
approximately 4.3%.

The third stabilized plan seeks the highest level of
return above liabilities, which might be needed by
a plan that is open to new active participants. This
plan’s benefit dynamic would demand a stronger tilt
toward return-seeking assets and a smaller hedge
portfolio, resulting in a 60/40 split (Exhibit 16A). The
higher performance target would present a larger role
for illiquid alternatives in the return-seeking portfolio,
while the smaller hedge portfolio would require less
diversification and fewer hedge diversifiers (Exhibit
16B). The net result is an asset allocation that generates
approximately 150bps of expected return above
liabilities, with surplus volatility of approximately 5.3%.

Closed plans with active participants need to account for the ongoing costs and adopt a balanced approach
Exhibit 15A: Mapping medium return stabilization for a funded
and closed plan
Private credit 9%

Exhibit 15B: Medium return stabilization provides sufficient liquidity
Risk assets

STRIPS/Treasuries 18%

Hedge assets

100
Real assets 9%

Alternative
diversifiers
18%

Private equity 4%
HY/loans 2%

80
70

Hedge
assets
66%
IG corporate 39%

% of assets

EMD/long securitized
9%

90

Risk assets
16%

Public equity 10%

Alternative
diversifiers

60
50
10-year
net outflow

40
30

Asset/liability profile

20

Expected surplus return (bps)

100

Surplus volatility (%)

4.30

Rate hedge ratio (%)

95

Funded status VaR95 (%)

7.1

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management; data as of December 31, 2021.
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Open, active plans have the latitude to pursue higher return targets by accessing a broader array of illiquid
investments
Exhibit 16A: Mapping high return stabilization for an open
and active plan
Private credit 7%

Exhibit 16B: High return stabilization provides sufficient liquidity
Risk assets

STRIPS/Treasuries 20%
100

Real assets 7%

Alternative
diversifiers
14%

Private equity 10%
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Funded status VaR95 (%)
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Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management; data as of December 31, 2021.

Source: J.P. Morgan Asset Management; data as of December 31, 2021.

Conclusion

while understandable, is undeniably costly and
reflects an outdated view of pension risk that took
hold in a period of extreme market volatility—but that
condition no longer applies. Extreme de-risking is not
simply inefficient but unnecessary for most large U.S.
pension plans; recent regulatory changes have all but
eliminated the threat of forced contributions.

We began this discussion of pension stabilization by
observing that both extremes of pension strategy—risk
seeking or risk avoidance—are inefficient in their own
way. A strategy focused exclusively on total return
maximization will leave liabilities unhedged, exposing
a pension balance sheet to extreme levels of funding
risk. A strategy narrowly focused on risk minimization,
however, will fail to keep pace with liability growth
across time and miss out on the benefits of achieving
and maintaining a healthy surplus.
In the current market climate, the latter approach
presents a more urgent issue: The industry-wide
trend of de-risking pension plans toward hibernation,

J.P. Morgan Asset Management

In this new environment, plan sponsors may want
to take a more nuanced view of risk—and consider
building a sustainable, diversified asset allocation
strategy that allows their plan to continue to outperform
liabilities with minimal volatility while preserving the
economic benefits for participants and sponsors alike.
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